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Abstract. This paper develops a new bronchoscopic ultrasound navi-
gation system that fuses multimodal sensory information including pre-
operative images, bronchoscopic video sequences, ultrasound images, and
external position sensor measurements. To construct such a system, we
must align these information coordinate systems. We use hand-eye cal-
ibration to align the video camera and its attached external sensor and
introduce a phantom-free method to calibrate the ultrasonic probe and
its fixed external sensor. More importantly, we propose a marker-free
registration method that uses the bronchoscope and the bronchial tree
center information to register the sensor and the pre-operative coordinate
systems. We constructed a bronchial phantom to validate our system,
whose navigation accuracy was about 2.6 mm. Furthermore, compared
to the current navigated bronchoscopy, the main advantage of our sys-
tem is that it navigates the bronchoscope and the ultrasonic mini probe
simultaneously and provides bronchial structures inside and outside the
bronchial walls, particularly lymph node structures in ultrasonic images.

1 Introduction

Guided bronchoscopy fuses different modal sensory information to assist physi-
cians to perform endoscopic interventions, e.g., transbronchial lung biopsy (TBLB)
for lung cancer staging. Numerous papers have discussed guided bronchoscopy in
the literature. Image registration (IR) methods are widely used in guided bron-
choscopy [1,2], although they still suffer from problematic video images, e.g., sur-
face mucus. Electromagnetic tracking (ET) systems are increasingly employed in
bronchoscopic navigation [3,4,5]. Both IR- and ET-based techniques navigate the
bronchoscope well to the target regions. After reaching the suspicious regions, flu-
oroscopy must be performed to guide the tissue biopsies since biopsy needles can-
not be observed in the suspicious regions beyond the bronchial walls from the CT
and video images [3]. The ultrasound mini probe is a promising device to observe
needles and structures beyond bronchial walls in ultrasound images [6]. However,
it cannot navigate itself to targets during interventions.

Beyond current guided bronchoscopy that performs biopsies with fluoroscopy,
we construct a real-time bronchoscopic ultrasound guidance system that can nav-
igate a bronchoscope and a ultrasound mini probe simultaneously and observe
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biopsy needles and pulmonary structures beyond the bronchial walls. Our system
combines bronchoscopic video, an ultrasound probe, an ET system, and CT slices
to navigate the bronchoscope and the probe and guide the bronchoscopic accessory
tools. To establish different alignments in our system, we propose phantom-free
and marker-free registration methods after hand-eye calibration.

The contribution of this work is threefold. To the best of our knowledge,
no guided bronchoscopy systems have been reported that resemble our system.
Our system can track not only the bronchoscope and the ultrasound probe syn-
chronously but it can also observe endoscopic accessory tools and pulmonary
structure without fluoroscopy. We propose an improved marker-free registra-
tion approach to align an external tracking sensor and pre-operative images.
Our method, which uses both bronchoscope and bronchial tree center informa-
tion, was demonstrated to be more accurate than the others. Additionally, we
introduce phantom-free calibration to align the ET and ultrasound systems.

2 Navigation System Design

2.1 Hardware

Our system includes the following hardware: (1) an ET system and two elec-
tromagnetic sensors (ES), (2) an ultrasound (US) miniature radial probe, (3)
a bronchoscopic camera (BC) integrated into a bronchoscope in an endoscopy
system, and (4) a host computer with an user interface display. We use an ET
system with two sensors fixed to collect bronchoscope and US miniature probe
movements. Additionally, we need to acquire the CT images of the anatomy. In
general, our system involves five coordinate spaces: ET, ES, BS, US, and CT
(Fig. 2).

2.2 Software

We designed our system interface with five displays: (1) unmodified and real-
time bronchoscopic video, (2) axial view of reformatted CT slices, synchronized
with video and US images, (3) unchanged and real-time US images, (4) real-
time virtual rendering images that correspond to video and US sequences, and
(5) segmented three-dimensional lung structures that include airway trees and
lymph nodes and real-time US images that are transformed in the CT space.

3 Approaches in Navigation

To realize our navigation system, we determine four transformations, ES1TBC ,
ES2TUS ,

CTTET , and
CTTUS , among five coordinate systems: ET, ES, BS, US,

and CT. Two sensor outputs, ETTES1 (to record the bronchoscope motion) and
ETTES2 (to measure the US probe motion), indicate the transformation between
the ET and ES coordinate systems. We must determine these transformations of
ES1TBC ,

ES2TUS ,
CTTET , and

CTTUS = CTTET
ETTES2

ES2TUS to navigate
the bronchoscope and the US probe in our system. We propose phantom-free
and marker-free methods for obtaining ES2TUS and CTTET .
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(a) Detected pattern image (b) Detected US image

Fig. 1. Images for BC-ES spatial alignment and phantom-free US-ES calibration

3.1 BC-ES Spatial Alignment

To compute ES1TBC , we perform a hand-eye calibration, which establishes the
hand (e.g., a robot gripper) and eye (e.g., a camera) relationship that can be
calculated using a number of acquired camera and gripper motions. In our case,
“hand” corresponds to the ET sensor, and “eye” relates to the bronchoscope
camera. Using pattern images (Fig. 1 (a)), ES1TBC can be solved by [7]:

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

ΔES1Tij · ES1TBC = ES1TBC ·ΔBCTij

ΔES1Tij =
ES1T

i
ET · ETT

j
ES1

ΔBCTij =
BCT

i
P · PTj

BC

, (1)

where ΔES1Tij is the relative sensor motion measured by the EM system and
ΔBCTij is the camera movement relative to the calibration pattern frame for
the bronchoscope moving from the i-th pose to the j-th pose. Bronchoscopic

camera pose BCT
i
P is computed by the camera calibration [7].

3.2 Phantom-Free US-ES Calibration

We here propose a phantom-free method to calculate ES2TUS . Since we attach
an ET sensor to the US probe, the sensor shape can be observed in the US
images (Fig. 1(b)). We segment such a shape and get its center point ausk that is
represented by homogeneous coordinates: ausk = (axk, a

y
k, 0, 1)

T (k indicates the
US frame number). We perform the following minimization to compute ES2TUS :

ES2T̃US = arg min
ES2TUS

∥
∥pk − ETTES2 · ES2TUS · ausk

∥
∥ , (2)

where position pk = (pxk, p
y
k, p

z
k, 1)

T is from the sensor attached at the US probe.

3.3 Real-Time Marker-Free ET-CT Registration

Since the accuracy of our system is heavily influenced by the ET-CT registration
error, we modify the marker-free method to compute CTTET more accurately.
To synchronize the ET and CT coordinate systems, we could use either the
marker-based or marker-free methods [3,5]. Although the marker-based method
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Fig. 2. Coordinate systems involved in our navigation system (left), moving original
sensor position pn to bronchoscope center pc

n (middle), and assigning bronchus cen-
terline bm to modified sensor position pc

n (right)

works well [3], it is somewhat difficult to perform it operating rooms. Without
additional setups (e.g., anatomical marker selection), the marker-free method
assumes that the bronchoscope is operated along the bronchial centerlines in the
bronchoscopy; such an assumption is easily violated in practice.

To address the above assumption, we move the sensor measurements much
closer to the bronchial centerlines. We believe that the center of the broncho-
scope axial plane is closer to the bronchial centerlines than the position of the
sensor attached to the bronchoscope surface. Therefore, we can move the sensor
measurement to the center of the bronchoscope axial plane (Fig. 2). Changing
the sensor position to the bronchoscope center (close to the bronchial centerlines)
will prove very effective in our experiments.

Suppose (pn, s
x
n, s

y
n, s

z
n) (i.e., ETTES1) is the measurement with position pn

and the orientation (sxn, s
y
n, s

z
n) of the x-, y-, and z-directions from the sensor is

attached to the bronchoscope surface (n is the measurement number). Based on
sensor output directions sxn and syn, bronchoscope center p

c
n is calculated by:

pc
n = pn − rb · (sxn + syn), (3)

where rb is the bronchoscope radius. Fig. 2 shows the relation of pc
n and pn.

After we segment the CT images to get bronchial centerline bm = (b
′
m,b

′′
m) (m

is the bronchus number, b
′
m and b

′′
m are the start and end points of bm), we

assign closest centerline b̂m to pc
n by minimizing distance E(CTTET · pc

n,bm):

b̂m = argmin
bm

E(CTTET · pc
n,bm), (4)

where CTTET · pc
n is the transformed point and E(CTTET · pc

n,bm) is defined
as (Fig. 2)

E(CTTET ·pc
n,bm) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

||CTTET · pc
n − b

′
m|| λ < 0

||CTTET · pc
n − b

′′
m|| λ > ||b′′

m − b
′
m||√||CTTET · pc

n − b′
m||2 − λ2 otherwise

, (5)

where λ = (CTTET ·pc
n−b

′
m) · (b′′

m−b
′
m) · ||b′′

m−b
′
m||−1. Since we might obtain

several centerlines {b̂m}, we choose optimal centerline bm∗ by computing the
difference between vector (b̂

′′
m − b̂

′
m) · ||b̂′′

m − b̂
′
m||−1 and sensor z-direction szn:
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Fig. 3. Sensor, bronchoscope, US probe, and phantom used in experiments

bm∗ = arg min
{b̂m}

arccos<
b̂

′′
m − b̂

′
m

||b̂′′
m − b̂′

m|| ,
CTTET · szn

||CTTET · szn||
>, (6)

where<,> represents the dot product. We project transformed point CTTET ·pc
n

on optimal centerline bm∗ and obtain projected point qn (Fig. 2):

qn = b
′
m∗ +

(CTTET · pc
n − b

′
m∗) · (b

′′
m∗ − b

′
m∗)

||B̃′′
i − B̃

′
i||

· (b
′′
m∗ − b

′
m∗)

||b′′
m∗ − b′

m∗||
. (7)

Finally, we obtain bronchoscope center points M = {(pc
n, s

x
n, s

y
n, s

z
n)}Nn=1 and

projected points P = {qn}Nn=1 (total sensor measurement number N) and de-
termine optimal CT T̃ET by (rm∗ is the radius of bm∗):

CT T̃ET = arg min
pc

n∈M,qn∈P

∑

n

||CTTET · pc
n − qn||

rm∗
. (8)

4 Navigation Accuracy Analysis

Experimental Settings In our experiments, we used a 3-D Guidance med-
SAFE tracker (Ascension Technology Corporation, USA) as our ET system.
Two electromagnetic sensors (1.5 mm, 6DoF) were attached to a bronchoscope
(BF Type 200, Olympus, Tokyo) and US probe (UM-S20-17S, Olympus, Tokyo)
for tracking their movements (Fig. 3). The tip diameter of the bronchoscope
and the probe was 4.0 and 1.7 mm. We constructed a bronchial phantom to
evaluate our methods. Its CT space parameters were 512 × 512 × 611 vox-
els and 0.892 × 0.692 × 0.5 mm3. We placed twenty markers on the phan-
tom (Fig. 3) and used them to evaluate the registration error of CTTET by:

Err =
∑20

o=1 ||qCT
o − CTTET · pET

o ||/20.
Accuracy Analysis.Our constructed system interface with five displays (Fig. 4)
provides physicians with different visualization information. We used twelve pat-
tern images with twelve sensor measurements to perform the hand-eye calibra-
tion. The calibration error was about 0.5 mm. We also used ten frames of US
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Fig. 4. Our system interface with five displays: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

Table 1. Quantitative comparison of average registration error and average distance
(Eq. 5) between sensor measurements and bronchial centerlines

Methods Deguchi et al. [5] Our method
Experiments Accuracy Distance Accuracy Distance

1 6.9 mm 5.2 mm 3.2 mm 4.2 mm
2 4.0 mm 5.1 mm 2.6 mm 4.1 mm
3 3.9 mm 4.8 mm 1.4 mm 3.9 mm
4 4.8 mm 5.2 mm 2.9 mm 4.2 mm
5 4.9 mm 6.1 mm 3.1 mm 3.1 mm

Average 4.9 mm 5.3 mm 2.6 mm 3.9 mm

images to align the US and sensor coordinate systems. The current alignment
error was around 0.8 mm. Table 1 quantifies the average ET-CT registration
error and the average distance (computed by Eq. 5) between the sensor mea-
surements and the bronchial centerlines in the five experiments. The distance
to the bronchial centerlines of the methods of Deguchi et al. [5] and ours was
around 5.3 and 3.9 mm. The average registration error was reduced from 4.9 to
2.6 mm. Fig. 5 shows the registration accuracy, the distance, and the sensor mea-
surement points distributed inside the bronchial trees of Experiment 5. Fig. 6
compares the registration results of the two methods. Since the virtual images
generated from the registered results of our method more closely resemble the
video images than Deguchi et al. [5], our method outperforms it [5].

Compared with current guided bronchoscopy, we believe that our system is
promising since it provides different visualization information, e.g., the current
bronchoscope and US probe positions in the CT coordinate system and the
pulmonary structures and the biopsy needle locations inside and outside the
bronchial walls, to assist physicians to perform bronchoscopic interventions. We
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Fig. 5. Plotted registration accuracy (left) and distance to bronchial centerlines (mid-
dle). Right : Green points based on our method were closer to blue bronchial centerlines
than red points generated from Deguchi et al. [5]

0126 0226 0326 0426 0526 0626 0726 0826 0926 1026 1126 1226

Fig. 6. Visual comparison of ET-CT registration results. Top row shows uniformly
selected frame numbers, and second row shows their corresponding video images. Third
and fourth rows display virtual images registered by Deguchi et al. [5] and our method.
Our method shows better performance.

also improved the registration accuracy of the marker-free method. We attribute
such an improvement to moving the original sensor position to the bronchoscope
center to reduce the distance between the sensor positions and the bronchial cen-
terlines (Fig. 5). Our experimental results demonstrated that our idea can signif-
icantly diminish the assumption of moving the bronchoscope along the bronchial
centerlines. However, our system navigation error still originated mainly from
the ET-CT registration step due to static and dynamic errors of our ET system.
The inherent static error is 1.4 mm. The dynamic error, which is difficult to cor-
rect without optical trackers, is caused by the dynamic magnetic field distortion
that results from metals in the working volume of our ET system. Note that,
in our current validation, we did not consider the respiratory motion problem,
which also challenges our system’s navigation accuracy. It is possible to track
the breathing motion by attaching several sensors to the thorax to compensate
the accuracy. We will evaluate our method on patient datasets or a dynamic
phantom that can simulate breathing motion in the future.
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5 Conclusions

This paper proposed a new bronchoscopic ultrasound navigation system that
combines pre-operative images, bronchoscopic video sequences, ultrasound im-
ages, and external position sensor measurements. The most advantageous point
of our system enables physicians to navigate the bronchoscope and the ultrasonic
mini probe simultaneously, locating bronchial structures inside and outside the
bronchial walls in the video and US images, particularly pulmonary lymph nodes
where biopsies may be performed. We also modified a marker-free method to per-
form CT-to-physical registration on the basis of moving sensor positions to the
bronchoscope axial centers. The current registration accuracy can be improved
from 4.9 to 2.6 mm, which approximates the clinical requirement of 2.0 mm.
Future work includes further improvement of our system navigation accuracy
under respiratory motion and validating our system on patient datasets.
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